OUR VISION

At Eye to Eye we see a future where all people with

Parents love Eye to Eye because their son or daughter:

LD/ADHD take ownership of their labels and are

Builds community and making friends from their

open about how their brains work. Our movement

school.

is about not only growing a network of youth

Gains a role model.

mentoring programs run by and for those with

Sees and learns about other successful people with

learning differences but also spreading awareness

LD/ADHD.

and advocating for our schools, employers, and

Builds self-esteem and self-advocacy skills.

communities to give us an equal shot.

Learns more about how their own brains work and

GET INVOLVED

how to accommodate for learning differences.
Kids love Eye to Eye because:
“I get to hang out with a cool college student every

If your son or daughter is labeled with a language,

week. I love my mentor.”

reading, writing and/or math based learning

“There’s tons of art supplies and a huge junk box.”

disability and/or ADHD they are eligible to join Eye to

“I get to play games and eat snacks!”

Eye and be paired with a mentor!

“I’ve made so many new friends!”
“I know now I’m not the only person who learns

Eye to Eye meets once a week in a supervised group

differently. There’s lots of us!”

setting after school, taking part in fun, art projects
that are specifically designed to increase self-

JOIN YOUR EYE TO EYE CHAPTER TODAY!

confidence, motivation, and self-advocacy skills.

To obtain a permission slip or if you have any
questions please contact your Eye to Eye school
coordinator:

“You’re talking to a grown up that
actually knows what you’re going
through and it makes you feel like,
‘Oh I’m not the only one out there.’
It’s a fun place to learn art and how
if you have a learning disability you
should never give up and you’re not
different from other people you can
still do the same thing.”
Joey
Mentee from Wyoming

a
mentoring

WHY EYE TO EYE?
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EYE TO EYE NATIONAL
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program
for

different
thinkers

WHO WE ARE
It starts with a label: Learning Disabled. Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. Too often, it also ends
there. That’s where we come in. Eye to Eye is the only
national after-school mentoring program that pairs kids
with learning disabilities (LD) and ADHD with college

Our program uses a fun, art-based curriculum to
help our mentees to discover and use their individual
strengths, value their own unique minds, and speak
up for what they need to succeed in the classroom.

HOW WE DO IT

and high school students who have been similarly

Our mentors use individual and group projects to

labeled. Using an arts-based curriculum, Eye to Eye

guide their mentees to unearth their own potential,

helps these kids to value their own unique minds by

in their own way and on their own timetable. Art

building their self-esteem and giving them the skills to
become self-advocates.

neither rules nor expected outcomes. Each mentee
learns his or her strengths and comes to value them.
Because they set their own expectations, they aim

of our mentees
felt better about
themselves after
being in Eye to Eye

of mentees reported that their mentor was
the kind of student they wanted to be

removes the mentee’s barriers to learning: there are

They see that there are many ways to solve a problem.

88%

93%

high, and use their newfound skills and confidence
back in the classroom.

OUR OUTCOMES
Eye to Eye “Graduates” overwhelmingly report

increased self-esteem, a newfound ability to selfadvocate and a greater appreciation of how their
own minds work. Research conducted by Harvard

Our mentors make all the difference. They are

University Graduate School of Education and

empathetic, well-trained and deeply committed college

Columbia University Teachers College show the

and high school students with LD/ADHD who have all

following about mentees who have gone through our

faced the same challenges as the kids they support.

program:

Eye to Eye mentees see a hopeful future in their
mentors.

WHAT WE DO

Our mentees need a safe place. They need, like all
kids, to be heard. And most of all, they need selfconfidence. With Eye to Eye, they find not just a safe
place, but also a great place. And it’s fun! “Regular”

88% of students felt better about themselves.
93% reported that their mentor was the kind of

86%

of our mentees reported,
“Being a part of Eye to Eye
got me to think about what I
am good at.”

student they wanted to be.
77% believed that their mentor helped them
learn how to ask for the things they need in order
to do well in school.
86% reported “Being a part of Eye to Eye got me
to think about what I am good at”

school reminds kids with LD/ADHD of what they can’t
do. With Eye to Eye, it’s all about can do.

The label? It will always be there, but it’s now joined
by a badge of distinction.

